
Switching Leetonia Area Iron Works 
                                                                           Pre 1890 
   We know only bits and pieces about how railcars were switched at the Leetonia Iron & Coal 
Co. and the Grafton Iron Co. and their successor companies before 1890. 
   From the DiRocco PhD dissertation “In the Shadow of Steel” we know Jacob G. Chamberlain 
served in the 1850’s as Chief Engineer on the proposed Ashtabula & New Lisbon Rail Road Co.  
In that assignment he became familiar with the rich coal and iron deposits in the 
Washingtonville area.  In the early 1860’s Chamberlain operated a horse-drawn tram railway 
to haul coal and iron ore from Washingtonville southward about 1 ½ miles to the Leetonia 
area.  There the tonnage was transloaded into Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago Railroad cars 
for shipment to iron works in the region.   
   Later, Chamberlain would become Supt. of the New Lisbon Railway when that company was 
incorporated in 1864, and in 1866 Chamberlain was one of the principals in the formation of 
the Leetonia Iron & Coal Company.   
    The New Lisbon Railway Co. began operations between New Lisbon and the Leetonia area in 
September 1865.  With the beginning of iron production at the Leetonia Iron & Coal Co. in the 
spring of 1867, Chamberlain’s New Lisbon Railway began directly switching his Leetonia Iron & 
Coal properties.  How do we know?  The New Lisbon Rwy. section of the Annual Report of the 
Commissioner of Railroads and Telegraphs of Ohio for the year ending June 30, 1868, shows 
New Lisbon Rwy. earned freight revenues of $8097 for moving 29,793 tons of freight--most 
local freight moved 1 ½ miles.  This likely consisted of coal, ore and coke hauled from LI&C 
mines and coke ovens east of Washingtonville (see 1874 Mahoning County Atlas map of 
Washingtonville) to the main blast furnace and oven complex at Leetonia.  Assuming 10-12 
tons per car of coal and ore, revenue and rate information in that 1868 report suggest the 
New Lisbon Rwy. earned revenue per car likely in the range of $2.50 to $3.50.  
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      The Grafton Iron Company, located on the west edge of Leetonia along the north side of 
the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago Railroad, ignited its first blast furnace in October 1867.  
An 1872 Birds Eye map of the area shows Grafton’s primary coal and ore mine, coke ovens and 
blast furnace were near each other, suggesting there was little or no railcar switching in 
moving tonnage between these locations.  But the map depicts a track from the PFtW&C line 
to the blast furnace area.  So it's likely the PFtW&C provided switching at the site for pig iron, 
slag  and other biproducts of the iron-making process. 
                                                              Around the 1890’s 
   Information on switching operations at Leetonia iron-making sites around the turn of the 
century is also sketchy.  But there are three primary sources available that provide some good 
information: Wayne Cole’s book Ghost Rails 1850-1980 Vol. 1, pages 62-65; the Report of the 
Railroad Commission of Ohio for the Year Ending June 30, 1911; and various newsclips in the 
Leetonia Reporter newspaper (available through Leetonia Public Library website).  
   As both iron works grew and expanded through the late 1800’s, and as the volume of 
inbound coal, ore and limestone and outbound coke and iron products grew, the railroad yard 
tracks and sidings serving these two industries also expanded (see maps below; by 1898 
Grafton had become Salem Iron; Leetonia Coal & Iron had become Cherry Valley Iron). 

 
                Both June 1898 Sanborn maps from Library of Congress website 
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   During the 1890’s, at the Salem Iron Co. site, the PFtW&C (part of the Pennsylvania 
Company) continued to provide switching service on the expanding system of tracks within the 
iron-making complex (spotting inbound coke, ore and limestone and pulling iron, ash, cinders 
and slag from the blast furnace area) and on the adjacent PRR yard tracks (sorting inbound and 
outbound traffic to the Salem Iron complex).   We know this from multiple Leetonia Reporter 
articles which refer to the PRR “shifter” working this area:  

           
 
Leetonia Reporter   7-14-1899                      Leetonia Reporter  2-3-1899 
 

           Leetonia Reporter  5-12-1899 
 
   From dozens of articles in the Reporter over the years, we know the newspaper used the 
term “shifter” to refer to engines and crews of either the PRR or N&NL (Erie) which provided 
switching service to local industries or sorted railcars in Leetonia area PRR or Erie yards.  But 
we also see the newspaper used the term “dinky” (also sometimes spelled “dinkey” or 
“dinkie”) for a very small locomotive, apparently owned by the industry (not PRR or Erie), to 
position single or short strings of cars within that industry.  At Salem Iron we see: 
 

                               
Leetonia Reporter  10-14 1898                               Leetonia Reporter  12-16-1898 
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            Leetonia Reporter  7-21-1899 
 
   So we know in the 1890’s Salem Iron was switched by both the Pennsylvania “shifter” and 
Salem’s own in-plant switching “dinky”.  
   We also know that by the 1890’s the Niles & New Lisbon (Erie) had access to Salem Iron 
Company industry trackage, as well.  We know this for several reasons: 1) The 1918 Erie RR 
valuation map depicts all the trackage within that complex with a note “Tracks to the 
McKeefrey Iron Company [formerly Salem Iron] are used by the Erie Railroad.”  2) Period maps 
show a N&NL connecting track diverting from the N&NL mainline near Walnut Street (east of 
Salem Iron) and leading westward into the iron works area.  3) Two Leetonia Reporter articles 
cite Erie Railroad operations in the Salem Iron area: 

                        
                Leetonia Reporter  12-10-1899               Leetonia Reporter  4-14-1899 
 
Note: The Washington Street Crossing along Front Street cited in the 12-10-1899 article is at 
the eastern edge of the Salem Iron complex, indicating Erie access to the complex.  So as early 
as the 1890’s, it appears the PFtW&C and the N&NL each switched their own traffic within the 
Salem Iron complex (making it a “jointly served industry” in today’s railroad lexicon).   
    At the Cherry Valley Iron Works, during this same period around the turn of the century, the 
Niles & New Lisbon (NYP&O, Erie) continued to serve the Cherry Valley complex, just as its 
predecessor, the New Lisbon Rwy., had begun doing in the late 1860’s.  Service included 
moving loads and empties between Cherry Valley-owned mines at Washingtonville and the CV 
blast furnace and coke oven complex on the east side of Leetonia, as well as the spotting and 
pulling of railcars within that complex (such as moving coal, ore, and limestone up the hill onto 
the high line beside the blast furnace, spotting coal and pulling coke at the coke ovens, 
weighing cars at the track scale, and pulling finished iron products from the rolling mill at the 
south end of the complex).  We know this from several very informative newsclips about the 
Erie “shifter” which appeared in the Leetonia Reporter during this period:  
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              Leetonia Reporter  2-1-1895                     Leetonia Reporter  11-2-1894 
 

                                          
                                                                                            Leetonia Reporter  12-1-1899 
             Leetonia Reporter  9-3-1898                (#1113 was likely an Erie H Class 2-8-0) 
 
     Unlike operations at the Salem Iron site, based on Erie RR 1918 Val maps and newsclips like 
those above, it appears N&NL accessed virtually all the Cherry Valley site, while PFtW&C 
accessed only limited trackage at the site.  (A review of hundreds of newsclips involving Cherry 
Valley produced no references to a Pennsylvania shifter working the Cherry Valley site during 
this period.)  Thus shipments to (or from) the Cherry Valley site routed via PFtW&C to (or 
from) Leetonia would have been delivered at Leetonia from PFtW&C to N&NL (or reverse).  
Transfer of such shipments from one railroad to the other would have taken place on a specific 
track designated for interchange.  (Note “interchange track” on 1918 Erie RR Valuation map of 
an area south of the former Cherry Valley complex, between the Erie and PRR mainlines.) 
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   For such a shipment (for example, let’s say a load of machinery from Alliance to Leetonia), 
PFtW&C would have received linehaul revenue (let’s say, $30), and then from that revenue 
paid (or absorbed) the N&NL switching charge (say, $4) for moving the car from the 
interchange track to the unloading spot within the Cherry Valley complex.  Such a revenue 
settlement arrangement was referred to as Absorbed Switching.  Absorbed Switching 
arrangements had become common by the turn of the century (and remain common practice 
in the railroad industry today). 
    A review of hundreds of newsclips from the late 1800’s which mention Cherry Valley 
revealed no references to a “dinky” operation there.  Coupling this fact with access by the Erie 
shifter to trackage throughout the complex, it appears unlikely CV operated its own small 
locomotive in the complex to move railcars.  But we do find two interesting references in the 
Leetonia newspaper in the 1890’s to different forms of power used to move product around 
the site—horses and mules: 

 
                                Leetonia Reporter  3-11-1898                        Leetonia Reporter  6-9-1899  
 
It appears horses were used at the coke ovens to move small wagons and carts (not surprising 
since coke weighed only 60-70% as much as coal).  But the 6-9-1899 article is interesting in  
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that a mule was used to pull an entire freight car loaded with heavy pig iron.   
      
                                                                  After About 1900 
   With the early 1900’s, switching operations at the two iron-making industries at Leetonia 
changed.  In both cases, switching operations by the Pennsylvania and Erie “shifters” within 
the iron-making complexes were discontinued and replaced by each iron company’s own in- 
plant railroad.   
   In 1904 we find these two articles in the Leetonia Reporter.  The first shows the Erie Railroad 
was still switching the Cherry Valley location late that year.  But the second reports the 
incorporation of a new company, the Cherry Valley Railroad, which appears to have been 
organized with the intention to take over at least some of the Erie’s service to the CV iron and 
mining operations in the Leetonia and Washingtonville areas.   
 

                              
               Leetonia Reporter  12-2-1904                      Leetonia Reporter  11-25-1904 
 
     It’s doubtful this Cherry Valley Railroad Company ever began actual operations.  At least 
three of the five incorporators were CV employees (a chemist, assistant superintendent and 
stenographer) and one (Sevenich) a banker who also served as village treasurer.  So theirs 
appears to have been a serious proposal (note proposed stock value of $100,000).  But there 
are no subsequent references to that company in the Leetonia newspaper or in the Ohio 
Railroad Commission Reports for the years 1906-1911.    
    The first decade of the 20th century was a period of change at Cherry Valley.  In 1900 Cherry 
Valley operations began contracting with the closure of the CV Rolling Mill and the scaling back 
of its mining operations in Washingtonville.  In 1900 the Cherry Valley Iron Co. was sold to the 
Cherry Valley Iron Co. of Pittsburgh, and in 1907 that company was acquired by United Iron & 
Steel Company.  In 1910 United was purchased by the M. A. Hanna Company of Cleveland.   
   At some date during or prior to 1910, switching of the former Cherry Valley site was taken 
over by a new company, the Leetonia & Cherry Valley Railroad Company.  The Report of the 
Railroad Commission of Ohio for the Year Ending June 30, 1911, p. 319, states the L&CV RR  
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was “operated or controlled by United Iron & Steel Co.”  With assumption of switching at the 
former Cherry Valley location by Leetonia & Cherry Valley RR, switching throughout the 
complex by Erie was likely discontinued.   
   At the Salem Iron Co. site, switching practices were also changing.  Salem Iron was owned by 
the McKeefrey family.  A 1906 article in the Leetonia Reporter lists the offices held by John C. 
McKeefrey, President of Salem Iron.  Included in that list is President of the Leetonia Railway.  
We find a second reference to the Leetonia Railway Company on page 276 of that Report of 
the Railroad Commission of Ohio for the Year ending June 30, 1911.  Note control of the 
railway by three McKeefrey family members (John and his two sons):   
 

   
Leetonia Reporter  4-20-1906    Report of Railroad Commission of Ohio, Yr Ending 6-30-1911 
 
It’s not clear from the information available if this Leetonia Railway Company of the early 
1900’s is a completely new company responsible for switching Salem Iron, or a continuation of 
the same operation of the in-plant “dinky” which we saw in the 1890’s.  While the note below 
in a 1901 edition of the Reporter suggests the name "Leetonia railroad" might actually have 
applied to the earlier dinky operation, we don't know for sure.   
 

                         Leetonia Reporter   6-7-1901 
 
Under either scenario, the following detailed data suggests that by 1910 the Leetonia Railway 
wasn't just a "dinky" operation, but had become the primary switching carrier at Salem Iron.    
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   This data about these two switching railroads for the year ending June 30, 1911, was 
compiled from various tables in that Ohio Railroad Commission Report (pages 316-426):   
 
      Leetonia Rwy  Leetonia & C V RR 
Miles of Mainline & Branches         4.00    1.60 
Miles Operated under Lease         4.00    4.24 
Total Miles Operated          4.00    5.84 
        
Capital Stock 
   Shares Authorized   200 (Common)  100 (Common) 
   Par Value 1 Share         $50    $100 
          (note, $10,000 value) 
Investment to June 30, 1907 
   Equipment              $  5962.66   $          0 
   Total Invstmt, Road and Equip.  11,561     44,016 
 
Operating Income 
   Operating Revenues (Switching)    9462.68     24,026.56 
   Operating Expense      9368.14     22,773.66 
   Net Operating Income           94.54         1252.84 
 
Other Expenses 
   Maintenance of Way   $        0   $    3231.81 
   Mtce of Equipment      3910.29         4959.44 
 
Net Corporate Income/Loss  $1696.69 Income  $8315.03 (Loss) 
 
Number of Locomotives          1           2 
 
Cars in Freight Service 
   Flat Car          18         12 
   Coal             0         40 
   Total          18 (Owned)        52 (Leased) 
 
Assets      $9,014.06    $42,602.49 
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      Leetonia Rwy  Leetonia & C V RR 
Number of Employees 
   General Office           1           3 
   Enginmen            1           2 
   Firemen            1           2 
   Conductors           1           2 
   Other Trainmen           1           2 
   Section Foremen           0           1 
   Other Trackmen           0           6 
   All Other            1           3 
   Total Employees           6         21 
 
Total Employee Wages     $3795.92     $14,680.86 
 
    Comments and observations based on the above information: 
--The 4 miles of trackage operated by the Leetonia Rwy under lease was apparently owned 
and maintained by Salem Iron.  The Leetonia & Cherry Valley trackage was a combination of 
trackage owned outright by L&CV or leased from its parent United Iron & Steel.  Unlike the 
Leetonia Railway, L&CV was responsible for maintaining its 5.84 miles of trackage (note MofW 
expense and 1 Section Foreman and 6 Trackmen on L&CV payroll).   
--Based on the relative size of Switching Revenues, the number of locomotives, and the 
number of trainmen and enginemen on each carrier, the L&CV likely switched about twice the 
number of carloads as the Leetonia Railway in 1911.   Why the difference?  Salem Iron traffic 
consisted of inbound raw materials (coke, ore and limestone) and outbound iron and iron-
making biproducts (such as slag and ash).  But at United Iron & Steel, in addition to generating 
those same inbound and outbound commodities, United operated about 200 coke ovens, 
selling the coke on the open market to other iron manufacturers in the region (see article 
below from July 26, 1912 Mahoning Dispatch).  
 

                     
 
--It's probable these switching railroads earned revenue by assessing a switching charge (in the 
same manner as the absorbed switching arrangement described above) against the linehaul 
carrier that participated in the movement of the carload to or from Leetonia.  At Salem Iron, 
the Leetonia Railway connected with linehaul carriers PRR and Erie; at United Iron & Steel, the  
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Leetonia & Cherry Valley Railroad connected with PRR, Erie and—beginning about 1907—the 
Youngstown & Ohio River Railroad (Y&OR connection north of complex, near Standard Slag).   
---Since it appears each switch carrier was operated as its own profit center, it’s likely each 
railroad also charged its respective iron company for intraplant switching moves, such as for 
moving a carload of coke from the coke ovens to the highline (where coke was positioned for 
dumping at the base of the skip hoist).  
 
   From DiRocco, “In the Shadow of Steel,” and Cole we know in 1910 with the M. A. Hanna 
Company of Cleveland purchase of United Iron & Steel, Hanna acquired two locomotives for 
the Leetonia & Cherry Valley Railroad operation.  Locomotives #1 and #2 from Alco 
Locomotive Works in Pittsburgh each weighed 54 tons, had 44-inch driving wheels and an 
unusual bin at the rear of the cab for coal supply (Vollhardt photo, information from 
Steamlocomotive.com, Cole Ghost Rails Vol. 1, p.65).  This is presumably one of the two L&CV 
locomotives referenced in the 1911 Report.    
 

                         
 These locomotives were delivered to Leetonia in early August 1910. 
 

                                               
                                                       Leetonia Reporter  8-5-1910 
After About 1910 
     After 1911, Annual Reports of the Ohio Railroad Commission were replaced by Annual 
Reports of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) to the Governor of the State of 
Ohio.   The Leetonia Railway and the Leetonia & Cherry Valley Railroad were each listed in the 
1912 and the 1913 PUCO reports.  But, while the L&CV reported over $30,000 switching 
revenue each of those years, the Leetonia Rwy reported no revenues in either year.  Why? 
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    In early 1913 Salem Iron announced plans to mortgage a large share of its assets and rebuild 
the iron works into a steel mill.  However, later that year a Pittsburgh bank on which Salem 
Iron was relying for funding failed.  That failure forced Salem Iron to file for bankruptcy, and 
the company remained idle until 1915 when the McKeefrey family succeeded in regaining 
control of the property.  In the fall of that year, it appears the Leetonia Railway was dissolved. 
              
 
 
     

Leetonia Reporter  10-15-1915 
 
 
 
Dissolution of the Leetonia Railway Co. seems confirmed by the absence of any mention of 
that company in the Leetonia Reporter after 1915.       
   Similarly, after 1913 no listings for Leetonia & Cherry Valley Railroad appear in the annual 
PUCO reports (checked 1915, 1918, 1919, 1922 and 1926).  Since M. A. Hanna continued iron 
production at the Cherry Valley site during these years, I believe this absence in the reports 
was merely due to a change in which railroads were included in the PUCO reports--not the end 
of that switching railroad.  (Only the 1912 and 1913 PUCO reports include information on any 
switching railroads in the "Steam Railroads" section of the report.)  Cole  speculates the L&CV 
would have continued to operate during much of this period, perhaps even taking over the 
switching work at the Salem Iron site once that company resumed iron production after 1915.  
  
After 1920 
   The aftermath of World War I and the 1920's were difficult times for Leetonia's iron 
industries.  Increasingly, Leetonia's small iron producers were competing against larger, 
intergrated steel companies in the region.  At the same time, production was often halted 
during long economic slowdowns, for labor issues at area coal mines (cutting off coal supply), 
and for maintenance or upgrades to the aging iron-making infastructure.  For example:

              
 Leetonia Reporter 3-2-1923    Leetonia Reporter 8-25-1922      Leetonia Reporter 11-1-1923 
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   During these years of on-again, off-again iron production, we don't find any new, helpful 
references in the Reporter to switching operations at the McKeefrey Iron Company.  It seems 
likey both the Erie and the PRR would have continued to serve the industry, perhaps with the 
involvement of the Leetonia & Cherry Valley.   
    McKeefrey Iron was the first to succomb to tough times.  McKeefrey was unable to pay 6% 
interest on bonds it issued to a Pittsburgh bank in 1922.  The bank sued McKeefrey Iron Co. in 
1926, forcing the company into bankruptcy.  A judgement was issued in favor of the bank, and 
assets of McKeefrey were sold at a court-ordered auction on December 1, 1926.  With that, it 
appers iron production at the McKeefrey site ceased.      

       
Leetonia Reporter 9-3-1926        Leetonia Reporter  11-5-1926    Leetonia Reporter  12-17-1926 
 
   Iron production at the former Cherry Valley site (part of United Iron & Steel and M. A. 
Hanna) fared better into the 1920's.  The Leetonia Reporter even published occasional 
optimistic articles about the future of the "Old Reliable" blast furnace at the Leetonia 
operation.  By 1929 the Davison Iron & Coke Company acquired the Hanna operation.   

                    
        Leetonia Reporter 4-27-1928       Leetonia Reporter 12-12-1924     Leetonia Reporter  8-2-1929 
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      Clues on switching operations at the Cherry Valley site during the 1920's and early 1930 
 are scarce.  Sheet 22 of the 1918 Erie Railroad valuation map contained the following note 
referring to trackage within the Cherry Valley complex:   

                                 
Those exceptions were typically tracks designated as belonging to the Leetonia & Cherry Valley 
Railroad.  We also find an article in the 5-1-1924 Leetonia Reporter about a fatal accident 
involving the PRR shifter working within the Cherry Valley complex:   
 

                        
So it appears the Erie Railroad, PRR and Leetonia & Cherry Valley were all involved in providing 
service to the Cherry Valley site during its final years.   
    An interesting comment about in-plant switching appears in that 12-12-1924 article about 
resumption of iron production at the Cherry Valley site.  A new device, an electric charging car 
known as a "larry car" was introducted to convey ore from the ore storage area to the base of 
the skip hoist.  While the four larry cars in this photo (being positioned by a small electric 
locomotive to charge coke ovens) are performing a different task than the task cited in the 
article, it's possible this tiny engine and four larry cars are the "device" cited in the article.  

        
Leetonia Reporter 12-12-1924           Cherry Valley Bee-Hive Coke Ovens, Town of Leetonia       
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       Iron production at the Cherry Valley site continued to 1930, due (at least in part) to the 
investments in repairs and upgrades performed at the site in the late 1920's.   We can find a 
January 1930 article in the Reporter stating the plant remained in operation, and a March 
article reporting a visit to the plant by a class from Leetonia High School, during which they 
viewed a cast being poured. 

                                     
                    Leetonia Reporter  1-31-1930                         Leetonia Reporter   3-14-1930 
 
The only definite date I can find of the end of iron production at the Cherry Valley site comes 
from a 1933 article reporting the transfer of Mr. Mossman, the Leetonia plant engineeer, to 
another plant of Davison Iron & Coke.  This article states the CV plant was idled three years 
earlier, about April 10, 1930.  (Mossman apparently was kept on at the idle plant during those 
years to maintain plant components in the event iron production resumed.)   
 

                                                     
                                                      Leetonia Reporter  3-31-1933 
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   Finally, the last references we can find about any activity at the former Cherry Valley site are 
these two articles about an iron reclamation operation at the cintering plant in 1932-1933.   
 

                             
                     Leetonia Reporter  9-9-1932                  Leetonia Reporter  2-3-1933 
 
       With the departure of Mr. Mossman and the completion of the cintering reclamation, the 
last remnant of the iron industry at Leetonia fell silent.   
  

               
                                        Cherry Valley Site, 5-21-1933, View to NE.   
                  Historic Columbiana County Facebook post by Bill Bittner, 9-8-2022 
 
   Bob Gentzel       April 10, 2023 


